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METHOD, APPARATUS, AND SYSTEM FOR OPERATING AN
ELECTRONIC ACCOUNT IN CONNECTION WITH AN ELECTRONIC
TRANSACTION
CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICATIONS
[0001]

This application claims priority to People's Republic of China Patent Application

No. 201410205929.8 entitled A METHOD FOR OPERATING ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTS AND
A METHOD AND A DEVICE FOR DISPLAYING PAYMENT PAGES, filed May 15, 2014
which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
[0002]

The present application relates to a field of computer technology. In particular, the

present application relates to a method, a device, and a system for operating electronic accounts and
to a method, a device, and a system for displaying payment pages.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0003]

A user can use an electronic account to perform online shopping. FIG. 1A is a

structural block diagram of a system for performing online shopping according to some related art.
For example, FIG. 1A illustrates the devices that are generally used in connection with the user
using the electronic account to perform online shopping. As illustrated in FIG. 1A, a client
terminal 101, a merchant server 102, and a payment server 103 can be used in connection with the
user using the electronic account to perform online shopping. The client terminal lOlcan be an
electronic device such as a computer or a mobile phone. The merchant server 102 can be a server
affiliated (e.g., hosting) with a shopping website, and the payment server 103 can be a banking
server or another server that has the authority to operate electronic accounts.
[0004]

FIG. IB is a flowchart of a method for a user to complete a single online purchase

according to some related art.
[0005]

provided.

Referring to FIG. IB, a method for a user to complete a single online purchase is

[0006]

At 111, the client terminal 101 requests product information from the merchant

server 102.
[0007]

At 112, the merchant server 102 pushes product page information to the client

terminal 101 so that a browser installed on the client terminal 101 can display a page containing
various pieces of product information.
[0008]

At 113, the user terminal 101 confirms the product information selected by the user

from the page containing various pieces of product information and sends a selected product
information to the merchant server 102.
[0009]

The selected product information mentioned can be referred to as information on

products that the user intends to buy.
[0010]

At 114, in order for the user to use an electronic account to pay for the products

which the user intends to buy (e.g., the selected product information), the merchant server 102
pushes a payment platform display page containing payment platform information to the client
terminal 101 so as to cause the client terminal 101 to display a payment platform display page
containing payment platform options.
[0011]

According to some related art, the payment platform is "middleware" in the

transaction process between a buyer and a seller. The payment platform is an independent
mechanism which, under the supervision and control of a bank, safeguards the interests of both
parties in a transaction. A single payment platform generally corresponds to at least one payment
server. Payment platform options generally display the names of the payment platforms. For
example, "Bank of China," "Citibank," or the name of a third party payment platform, and the like,
are all names of payment platforms.
[0012]

The third party payment platforms can correspond to a third party payment product

such as Alipay, PayPal, Gopay, Tenpay, Otxw, Yeepay, 99bill, Baifubao, NetEase ePay, IPS, China
PnR, or the like.
[0013]

At 115, the client terminal 101 sends to the merchant server 102 payment platform

information corresponding to the payment platform option selected by the user.
[0014]

At 116, the merchant server 102 sends a payment request to a corresponding

payment server (e.g., the payment server 103). For example, assuming that the payment platform

indicated by the payment platform information sent by the client terminal 101 corresponds to the
payment server 103, then the merchant server 102 sends a payment request to payment server 103.
[0015]

The payment request can include the Internet Protocol (IP) address and

Uniform/Universal Resource Locator (URL) of the client terminal 101. The URL includes
information on the amount to be paid and the access address for the product information selected by
the user.
[0016]

At 117, payment server 103 uses the aforesaid URL contained in the payment

request as a basis for accessing the merchant server 103 and acquiring payment due information
and user selected product information. The payment server 103 thereupon pushes, in accordance
with the IP address of the client terminal 101, a product page containing payment due information
and user selected product information to the client terminal 101 so as to instruct the client terminal
101 to display this payment page.

[0017]

According to some related art, the payment page displayed by the client terminal

101 generally includes a payment account number input box and a payment password input box in

addition to containing payment due information and user selected product information.
[0018]

At 118, the client terminal 101 obtains the payment account number entered by the

user in the payment account number input box, and the client terminal 101 obtains the payment
password in the payment password input box. Moreover, the client terminal 101 sends both the
payment account number and payment password that the client terminal 101 obtained to the
payment server 103.
[0019]

At 119, the payment server 103 determines whether the payment account number

and payment password sent by the client terminal 101 are correctly matched. If the result of the
determination at 119 as to whether the payment account number and the payment password match
indicates that the payment account number and the payment password are correctly matched, then
the payment server 103 proceeds to 120. Otherwise, the method 150 for a user to complete a single
online purchase can be terminated.
[0020]

At 120, the payment server 103 looks up the electronic account matched with the

payment account number sent by the client terminal 101 and performs a deduction operation on the
corresponding electronic account. The payment server 103 deducts the same amount as the
payment due amount described above.

[0021]

At 121, the payment server 103 sends a notification of successful payment to the

merchant server 102 to inform the merchant server 102 of the result of the current transaction.
[0022]

At 122, the merchant server 102 sends a notification of successful payment to the

client terminal 101, and the method 150 for a user to complete a single online purchase ends.
[0023]

Although one can successfully operate an electronic account using the procedure

shown above in FIG. IB and thus use an electronic account to pay for a product, the method 150
has several deficiencies.
[0024]

First, the payment server 103 needs to invoke a URL in order to cause the client

terminal 101 to display a payment page. The process of invoking a URL uses a relatively long
period of processing time. As a result, the client terminal 101 is required to wait for a relatively
long time to complete the desired transaction. For example, the waiting time can begin with the
display of the payment platform display page and end with the redirect to the display of the
payment page. The waiting time lowers the overall efficiency of the payment process. Second, the
method 150 requires that sensitive information (e.g., the payment password) from the user be
transmitted to the payment server 103 and thus runs the risk of leaking sensitive information.
[0025]

Therefore, there is a need for a method, device, and system for processing an online

transaction that is efficient and that does not risk exposure of sensitive information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0026]

Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following detailed

description and the accompanying drawings.
[0027]

The drawings described here are intended to further the understanding of the present

application and form a part of this application. The illustrative embodiments of the present
application and the descriptions thereof are intended to explain this application and do not
constitute inappropriate limitation of the present application. Among the drawings:
[0028]

FIG. 1A is a structural block diagram of a system for performing online shopping

according to some related art.
[0029]

FIG. IB is a flowchart of a method for a user to complete a single online purchase

according to some related art.

[0030]

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for operating an electronic account according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0031]

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method for using a personal mobile financial service to

authorize an electronic account to pay an upcoming payment amount according to various

embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0032]

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for operating an electronic account according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0033]

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for operating an electronic account according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0034]

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for displaying a payment page according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0035]

FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0036]

FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0037]

FIG. 9 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0038]

FIG. 10 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0039]

FIG. 11 is a structural diagram of a device for displaying a payment page according

to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0040]

FIG. 12 is a structural diagram of a device for displaying a payment page according

to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0041]

FIG. 13 is a structural block diagram of a system for processing an online

transaction according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0042]

FIG. 14 is a functional diagram of a computer system for processing an online

transaction according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0043]

The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a process; an

apparatus; a system; a composition of matter; a computer program product embodied on a computer

readable storage medium; and/or a processor, such as a processor configured to execute instructions
stored on and/or provided by a memory coupled to the processor. In this specification, these
implementations, or any other form that the invention may take, may be referred to as techniques.
In general, the order of the steps of disclosed processes may be altered within the scope of the
invention. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a processor or a memory described as
being configured to perform a task may be implemented as a general component that is temporarily
configured to perform the task at a given time or a specific component that is manufactured to
perform the task. As used herein, the term 'processor' refers to one or more devices, circuits,
and/or processing cores configured to process data, such as computer program instructions.
[0044]

Various embodiments of the present disclosure include a technique for operating

electronic accounts that reduces the risk of leaking sensitive information and at the same time
increases the efficiency of the payment process.
[0045]

A device generally refers to a device used (e.g., by a user) within a network system

and used to communicate with one or more servers. According to various embodiments of the

present disclosure, a terminal may include communication functionality. For example, a device
may be a smart phone, a tablet, a mobile phone, a video phone, an e-book reader, a desktop
Personal Computer (PC), a laptop PC, a netbook PC, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a Portable
Multimedia Player (PMP), an mp3 player, a mobile device, a camera, a wearable device (e.g., a
Head-Mounted Device (HMD), electronic clothes, electronic braces, an electronic necklace, an
electronic accessory, an electronic tattoo, or a smart watch), or the like.
[0046]

According to some embodiments of the present disclosure, a device includes a smart

home appliance with communication functionality. A smart home appliance can be, for example, a
television, a Digital Video Disk (DVD) player, an audio device, a refrigerator, an air conditioner, a
vacuum cleaner, an oven, a microwave oven, a washer, a dryer, an air purifier, a set-top box, a TV
box (e.g., Samsung HomeSync™, Apple TV™, or Google TV™), a gaming console, an electronic
dictionary, an electronic key, a camcorder, an electronic picture frame, or the like.
[0047]

According to various embodiments of the present disclosure, a device can be any

combination of the foregoing devices. In addition, it will be apparent to one having ordinary skill

in the art that a device according to various embodiments of the present disclosure is not limited to
the foregoing devices.
[0048]

In some embodiments, a terminal such as a client terminal can correspond to a

device.
[0049]

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for operating an electronic account according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0050]

Referring to FIG. 2, a method 200 for operating an electronic account is provided.

In some embodiments, process 200 can be implemented by device 700 of FIG. 7 . In some
embodiments, process 200 can be implemented by device 800 of FIG. 8 . In some embodiments,
process 200 can be implemented by device 900 of FIG. 9 . In some embodiments, process 200 can
be implemented by device 1000 of FIG. 10. In some embodiments, process 200 can be
implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13.
[0051]

At 210, a payment platform display page acquisition request is received. In some

embodiments, a merchant server receives the payment platform display page acquisition request.
The merchant server can be a server affiliated with an electronic commerce website (e.g., a website
on which goods or services can be purchased). For example, the merchant server can be a server
that hosts an electronic commerce website. The merchant server can receive a payment platform
display page acquisition request from a first client terminal. The first client terminal can send the
payment platform display page acquisition request to the merchant server in connection with an
online purchase. For example, the payment platform display page acquisition request can be sent in
connection with a checkout process associated with the electronic commerce website, an electronic
commerce server such as a service accessed through an application, or the like.
[0052]

At 220, a payment platform display page is provided. In some embodiments, the

merchant server provides the payment platform display page. For example, the merchant server
can provide (e.g., send) the payment platform display page to the first client terminal in response to
the merchant server receiving the payment platform display page acquisition request. A first script
code can be embedded in the payment platform display page. In response to receiving the payment

platform display page acquisition request, the merchant server can generate the first script code and
generate, or otherwise configure, the payment platform display page to include the first script code.
[0053]

In some embodiments, the payment platform display page can be configured to

cause a recipient terminal (e.g., the first client terminal) to execute the first script code. For

example, the payment platform display page can cause the first client terminal to execute the first
script code in response to the first client terminal accessing the payment platform display page
(e.g., when the first client terminal views the payment platform display page in a browser installed

on the first client terminal). The first script code can be a program that accompanies an HTML
page (e.g., the payment platform display page). The first script code can be JavaScript (JS) or the
like. The file script code is configured to cause the first client terminal to acquire a payment page

that includes a digital object unique identifier from a payment server and to display the payment
page (e.g., in response to the first client terminal receiving the payment page). For example, the
first script code can redirect the first client terminal to the payment server.
[0054]

The payment server is a server that is affiliated with a financial institution, financial

transaction processing service, or the like. For example, the payment server can be a banking
server or another server that has the authority to operate electronic accounts. The payment server
can debit and credit an electronic account.
[0055]

In some embodiments, the first script code includes location information (e.g., the

storage address) of a second script code at the payment server. The first client terminal can first
execute the first script code and thereby acquire from the payment server the second script file
code. The second script file code can be a program stored on the payment server or on a storage

unit associated with the payment server. The second script file code can be JavaScript or the like.
[0056]

The second script file code can be configured to cause the first client terminal to

communicate payment information to the payment server. For example, the first client terminal
executes the second script file code to send upcoming payment sum information to the payment
server. In the event that the payment server receives the upcoming payment sum information (e.g.,
from the first client terminal), the payment server can generate a digital object unique identifier
representing the upcoming payment sum associated with the upcoming payment sum information.
Thus, the second script file code, in response to being executed by the first client terminal, triggers
the payment server to generate the digital object unique identifier. The payment server can send the
digital object unique identifier representing the upcoming payment sum to the first client terminal.
For example, the payment server can send the digital object unique identifier in connection with a
payment page. The payment page can include the digital object unique identifier. In the event that
the first client terminal receives a payment page including the digital object unique identifier from
the payment server, the first client terminal can display the payment page.

[0057]

In some embodiments, the digital object unique identifier can, in addition to

indicating the upcoming payment sum, indicate information of the product that is to be purchased.
For example, the digital object unique identifier can include product information corresponding to a
product that is associated with a transaction corresponding to the upcoming payment sum.
[0058]

In some embodiments, the "upcoming payment sum" corresponds to information on

the sum that is to be paid using an electronic account. The upcoming payment sum can be
represented by a digital object unique identifier.
[0059]

In some embodiments, the digital object unique identifier is associated with, or

otherwise represents, the upcoming payment sum, product information, information on the seller of
the product, any other appropriate information, or any combination thereof. The "digital object
unique identifier" (DOUI) can be an identifier that uniquely identifies an electronic document. For
example, the digital object unique identifier can be an identifier used by a digital document
producer to uniquely identify an electronic document published by the digital document producer.
DOUIs can be generated by a device such as the payment server using existing library functions
and/or application programming interface (API) calls. In some embodiments, a DOUI encodes the
upcoming payment sum as well as any other appropriate transaction information. Metadata
associated with the digital object is stored in association with the digital object unique identifier
name. The metadata can include a location, such as a URL, where the digital object can be found.
The digital object unique identifier associated with a document remains fixed over the lifetime of
the document. However, the location and other metadata can change. In some embodiments, the
digital object unique identifier is a character string. Identifiers for many applications under various
environments have been subsequently formed on the basis of the digital object unique identifier. In
some embodiments, the digital object unique identifier corresponds to two-dimensional codes,
barcodes, or the like.
[0060]

In the event that a digital object unique identifier is a two-dimensional code, the

payment server can send two-dimensional code to the first user terminal so that the first user
terminal displays the two-dimensional code. A second client terminal can acquire the twodimensional code from the first client terminal. In some embodiments, a second client terminal can
scan, or otherwise receive, the two-dimensional code. For example, the second client can scan the

two-dimensional code that is displayed by the first client terminal. In response to acquiring (e.g.,
scanning) the two-dimensional code from the first client terminal, the second client terminal can
determine the upcoming payment sum information represented by the two-dimensional code.

[0061]

In some embodiments, the second client terminal uses the two-dimensional code to

confirm information associated with the transaction corresponding to the two-dimensional code
(e.g., the transaction associated with the upcoming payment sum information represented by the

two-dimensional code). For example, the second client terminal can extract transaction
information, such as the upcoming payment sum information, from the two-dimensional code. The
second client terminal can provide (e.g., display) transaction information, such as the upcoming
payment sum information, to a user. The user can confirm the upcoming payment sum
information. For example, the user can confirm that the transaction (e.g., the transaction

corresponding to the two-dimensional code) is accurate or approved for payment.
[0062]

The second client terminal can send confirmation of the transaction to the payment

server. For example, in the event that the second client terminal receives confirmation of the
transaction from the user, the second client terminal can send confirmation of the transaction (e.g.,
the upcoming payment sum information) to the payment server.
[0063]

At 230, verification information is received. In some embodiments, the merchant

server receives verification information. The payment server can send the verification information
to the merchant server.
[0064]

In some embodiments, the payment server can generate the verification information

in response to receiving confirmation of the upcoming payment sum information from the second
user terminal. For example, in the event that the user confirms the transaction (e.g., the upcoming
payment sum information) on the second client terminal, the payment server can generate the
verification information.
[0065]

In some embodiments, after a second client terminal confirms the upcoming

payment sum information indicated by the digital object unique identifier displayed by the first
client terminal, the second client terminal uses a personal mobile financial service to authorize an
electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum, thereupon triggering the payment server to
issue (e.g., generate) the verification information.
[0066]

The verification information can be an electronic signature. The electronic signature

can correspond to data which in electronic form is included in, or attached to, a datagram and is

used to identify the signatory and to indicate that the signatory approves the content thereof. In
some embodiments, the electronic signature includes payment server identity information and the

upcoming payment sum information. In some embodiments, the electronic signature includes

information on the product corresponding to the upcoming payment sum information, information
on the seller of the product, information on an authorized electronic account, or the like.
[0067]

At 240, an instruction to execute a deduction operation on an authorized electronic

account is communicated. The verification information can be submitted by a user in connection
with an instruction to execute the deduction operation on the authorized electronic account. The
merchant server can send the instruction to execute the deduction operation on the authorized
account to the payment server.
[0068]

In some embodiments, the payment server is registered with the merchant server

(e.g., the payment server's identification information is stored at a secure location on the merchant

server). In response to the merchant server receiving an electronic signature including at least
payment server identity information and the upcoming payment sum information, the merchant
server can trigger the payment server to perform a deduction operation on the electronic account.
The merchant server can trigger the payment server to perform a deduction operation on the
electronic account by sending the electronic signature to the payment server.
[0069]

A financial institution or the like can provide personal mobile financial services to a

user. For example, the user can use a client terminal (e.g., a mobile terminal) to interface with the
financial institution in connection with the providing of the personal mobile financial services.
[0070]

In some embodiments, personal mobile financial services correspond to the linking

of client terminal identifying information (e.g., cell phone numbers, or the like) with electronic
accounts and providing mobile communication network users who own electronic accounts with
convenient, personalized financial services and rapid payment channels anytime, anywhere through
text messaging (e.g., Short Messaging Service (SMS) messages, Multimedia Messaging Service
(MMS) messages), instant messages, or other such cell phone operations. The personal mobile
financial services include account recharging, telephone recharging services, mobile phone lottery
tickets, mobile phone donations, mobile phone shopping, and electronic account balance inquiries.
[0071]

In an example in which a user uses a mobile terminal in connection with mobile

phone shopping that makes use of a personal mobile financial service, a user, after confirming an
upcoming payment sum, triggers (e.g., instructs) a mobile device to send to a mobile
communications network side (e.g., the payment server) a verification code acquisition request
including the upcoming payment sum, the mobile phone number, and an identifier (e.g., a bank
card number) of an electronic account associated with the user's mobile phone number. The mobile

communications network side can include the payment server. In response to the mobile phone
receiving from the mobile communications network side a message (e.g., a short message) that
includes the verification code and that was issued (e.g., generated) in response to verification of the
upcoming payment sum, the mobile phone number, and the bank card number, the user can submit
the verification code into a verification code input box of the payment platform display page and
click the "OK" option to trigger the mobile device to send the verification code to the mobile
communications network side. In response to receiving the verification code from the user (e.g., the
mobile device corresponding to the second client terminal), the mobile communications network
(e.g., the payment server) determines that execution of the upcoming payment using the electronic

account indicated by the bank card number has been authorized. Thus, the mobile communications
network side pushes an authorization response message indicating successful authorization to the
mobile device. In response to receiving the authorization response message, the user can use the
mobile device to request, or otherwise authorize, that the payment server perform a deduction
operation on the electronic account. The process of authorizing the payment server to perform the
deduction operation on the electronic account does not require the sending of sensitive information
such as a payment password to the network. Accordingly, various embodiments lower the risk of a
leak of sensitive information.
[0072]

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method for using a personal mobile financial service to

authorize an electronic account to pay an upcoming payment amount according to various
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0073]

Referring to FIG. 3, a method 300 for using a personal mobile financial service to

authorize an electronic account to pay an upcoming payment amount is provided. In some
embodiments, process 300 can be implemented by device 700 of FIG. 7 . In some embodiments,
process 300 can be implemented by device 800 of FIG. 8 . In some embodiments, process 300 can
be implemented by device 900 of FIG. 9 . In some embodiments, process 300 can be implemented
by device 1000 of FIG. 10. In some embodiments, process 300 can be implemented by system
1300 of FIG. 13.
[0074]

At 305, a personal mobile financial service is activated. For example, a user

activates a personal mobile financial service that links a second client terminal (e.g., mobile device)
to a bank card number. The user can register an account with a personal mobile financial service.
[0075]

At 3 10, a purchase is initiated over a network. For example, a user can use a client

terminal to purchase a product or service. In some embodiments, a user uses the first client

terminal to access an electronic commerce website to select the product that the user wishes to
purchase, and selects to pay for the purchase using a mobile device wallet. For example, the user
can click the "Use mobile phone wallet to pay" option provided by the electronic commerce
website.
[0076]

At 3 15, a two-dimensional code acquisition request is communicated. In some

embodiments, the first client terminal sends a two-dimensional code acquisition request to the
payment server. The two-dimensional code acquisition request includes transaction information,
such as the upcoming payment sum information.
[0077]

At 320, a two-dimensional code is acquired. In some embodiments, the first client

terminal receives the two-dimensional code from the payment server. The two-dimensional code
corresponds to the transaction (e.g., the purchase from the electronic commerce website). In some
embodiments, the payment server uses the upcoming payment sum information included in the
two-dimensional code acquisition request to generate, or otherwise acquire, two-dimensional code
information including upcoming payment sum information. In the event that the payment server has
generated, or otherwise acquired, the two-dimensional code information, the payment server sends
the two-dimensional code information (e.g., the two-dimensional code) to the first client terminal.
The payment server can send the two-dimensional code information to the first client terminal by
including the two-dimensional code information in a web page, an application, an email, a text
message (e.g., an SMS message, an MMS message), the like, or any combination thereof.
[0078]

At 325, a two-dimensional code information is provided. In some embodiments, the

second client terminal receives the two-dimensional code from the first client terminal. The first
client terminal receives the two-dimensional code from the payment server, extracts the twodimensional code from the received two-dimensional code information, and provides the twodimensional code to the user (e.g., to the second client terminal). In the event that the first client
terminal receives the two-dimensional code information, the first client terminal can provide the
two-dimensional code to the user (e.g., to the second client terminal). In some embodiments, the
first client terminal displays a two-dimensional code according to the received two-dimensional
code information. The first client terminal can send the two-dimensional code to the second client

terminal. For example, the first client terminal can send the two-dimensional code to the second
client terminal over a wired or wireless connection. The wireless connection can correspond to a
Bluetooth connection, a WiFi connection, a Near Field Communication (NFC) connection, an
infrared connection, the like, or any combination thereof.

[0079]

At 330, transaction information is obtained from the two-dimensional code. In some

embodiments, the second client terminal receives the two-dimensional code from the first client
terminal. For example, in the event that the first client terminal displays the two-dimensional code,
the second client terminal can scan, or otherwise capture, the two-dimensional code displayed by
the first client terminal. In some embodiments, transaction information (e.g., upcoming payment
sum information) can be obtained from the two-dimensional code. For example, the second client

terminal can process the two-dimensional code to obtain a string comprising the upcoming payment
sum and thereby obtain (e.g., extract) the upcoming payment sum information from the two-

dimensional code.
[0080]

At 335, a verification code acquisition request is communicated. In some

embodiments, the second client terminal can send the verification code acquisition request to the
mobile communications network. For example, the second client terminal can send the verification
code acquisition request to the payment server. In some embodiments, the verification code

acquisition request includes the upcoming payment sum, the mobile phone number (e.g., of the
second client terminal), a bank card number associated with the mobile phone number, an account
associated with the mobile phone number, the like, or any combination thereof.
[0081]

At 340, account information is verified. In some embodiments, a mobile

communications network side (e.g., the payment server) verifies the association between the mobile
phone number and the bank card number (or other account information). For example, in response
to receiving the verification code acquisition request, the payment server can extract information

from the verification code acquisition request that is used to verify account information (e.g., the
mobile phone number and the bank card number). The mobile communications network side can
verify the upcoming payment sum. In some embodiments, in the event that the upcoming payment
sum exceeds a threshold value associated with a permissible payment amount, the upcoming
payment sum will fail verification. In some embodiments, in the event that the upcoming payment
does not exceed the threshold value associated with the permissible payment amount, the upcoming

payment sum will pass verification. The threshold value associated with the permissible payment
amount can be configured by a user (e.g., according to user preferences), by a financial institution
(e.g., the financial institution associated with the account), a payment processing service, the like,

or any combination thereof.
[0082]

At 345, an authorization response message is communicated. The authorization

response message can be communicated from the mobile communications network side (e.g.,
payment server) to the second client terminal. The authorization response message can be

configured according to whether the account information is verified at 340. For example, the
authorization response message can be sent to the second client terminal only if the account
information is verified. After the mobile communications network side verifies the upcoming
payment sum and the above-described link between the mobile phone number and the bank card
number, the mobile communications network side sends to the second client terminal an
authorization response message indicating that the transaction is to be completed using the
transaction information (e.g., information included in the verification code acquisition request).
For example, the authorization response message can indicate that "payment for the upcoming
payment sum is to be made from the electronic account indicated by the authorized bank card
number." In some embodiments, in the event that the account information is not verified (e.g., if
verification of the account information fails), the authorization response message can be configured
to indicate that verification failed.
[0083]

At 350, an authorization response message is communicated to the payment server.

In some embodiments, the second client terminal sends an authorization response message to the
payment server to inform the payment server that a deduction operation can be performed on the
electronic account associated with the bank card number. The authorization response message sent
by the second client terminal to the payment server can correspond to a confirmation to complete
the transaction (e.g., payment) using the corresponding transaction information (e.g., information
included in the verification code acquisition request). In response to the payment server receiving
the authorization response message from the second client terminal, the payment server can issue
the verification information described in connection with 230 of process 200 of FIG. 2 . For
example, the payment server can send the verification information to the merchant server. In some

embodiments, the authorization response message communicated at 345 can be the same as the
authorization response message communicated at 350.
[0084]

Returning to 240 of FIG. 2, the merchant server can send the received verification

information to the payment server to instruct the payment server to execute a deduction operation
on the authorized electronic account.
[0085]

According to various embodiments of the present disclosure, the communication of

the received verification information in connection with instructing the payment server to execute
the deduction operation on the authorized electronic account can be implemented according to
various processes.

[0086]

In some embodiments, the verification information includes electronic account

information and upcoming payment sum information. In the event the payment server receives the
verification information, the payment server can execute a deduction operation on the electronic
account according to the electronic account information and upcoming payment sum information
included in the verification information.
[0087]

In some embodiments, the verification information includes a transaction serial

number that is generated by the payment server when the transaction is initiated, and an
authorization notification includes the transaction serial number, electronic account information,
and upcoming payment sum information. The verification information and the authorization

notification can be associated according to the corresponding transaction serial number. For
example, the payment server can identify corresponding verification information and authorization

notification according to matching transaction serial numbers respectively included therein. The
payment server can store a mapping of verification information to a corresponding authorization
notification.
[0088]

In some embodiments, the payment server can use the transaction serial number,

electronic account information, and upcoming payment sum information included in the

authorization notification to establish mapping relationships between transaction serial numbers,
electronic account information, and upcoming payment sum information, the like, or any

combination thereof.
[0089]

In the event that the payment server receives the verification information sent by the

merchant server, the payment server can use the mapping relationships of transaction serial
numbers, electronic account information, and upcoming payment sum information to acquire the

transaction serial number included in the verification information received from the merchant
server. The payment server can use the mapping relationships of transaction serial numbers,
electronic account information, and upcoming payment sum information to look up the electronic

account information and upcoming payment sum information which are mapped from the
transaction serial number.
[0090]

In the event that the payment server receives the verification information, the

payment server can perform a deduction operation on an electronic account using the electronic
account information and upcoming payment sum information which are mapped from the
transaction serial number. For example, the payment server performs a deduction operation on the
electronic account according to the electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum

information that were looked up in connection with the transaction serial number included in the
verification information.
[0091]

In some embodiments, the electronic account associated with a deduction operation

is determined according to information sent by the second client terminal. For example, in the event

that the second client terminal uses a personal mobile financial service to authorize an electronic
account to pay the upcoming payment sum, the electronic account information can be carried in the
authorization notification or in another message sent to the payment server.
[0092]

Various embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method, an apparatus, and

a system according to which a client terminal can use a personal mobile financial service to
authorize an electronic account to pay an upcoming payment sum, such that the authorization
process does not require transmission of sensitive information such as a payment password or the
like. Therefore, the authorization process can reduce the risk of leaks of sensitive information.

Additionally, because the authorization process to authorize an electronic account to pay an
upcoming payment sum according to various embodiments requires only that the user execute a
script file code embedded in a payment platform display page, acquiring the display page from the
payment server displaying the page without the payment server having to invoke a URL is
relatively simple. As a result, the payment process according to various embodiments is efficient.
In some embodiments, the payment process uses the verification message sent by the merchant
server as a trigger condition for executing the deduction operation on the electronic account. Thus,
in some embodiments, the merchant server can actively control the timing of the deduction
operation performed on the electronic account.
[0093]

In some embodiments, 210-240 of process 200 illustrated in FIG. 2 can be

implemented by a merchant server. In some embodiments, 210-240 of process 200 can be
implemented by the same merchant server. In some embodiments, 210 and 220 of process 200 can
be implemented by a first merchant server, and 230 and 240 of process 200 can be implemented by
a second merchant server. The first merchant server and the second merchant server can be
different merchant servers. In some embodiments, various other devices can implement any of
210-240 of process 200. In some embodiments, the first client terminal and the second client
terminal described in connection with process 200 and process 300 can be implemented by the
same client terminal.

[0094]

Various embodiments provide a method, an apparatus, and a system for operating

electronic accounts. The electronic accounts can be operated or managed to reduce the risk of
leaking sensitive information while also increasing the efficiency of the payment process.
[0095]

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for operating an electronic account according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0096]

Referring to FIG. 4, a method 400 for operating an electronic account is provided.

In some embodiments, process 400 can be implemented by device 700 of FIG. 7 . In some
embodiments, process 400 can be implemented by device 800 of FIG. 8 . In some embodiments,
process 400 can be implemented by device 900 of FIG. 9 . In some embodiments, process 400 can
be implemented by device 1000 of FIG. 10. In some embodiments, process 400 can be
implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13.
[0097]

At 410, a digital object unique identifier acquisition request is received. In some

embodiments, a payment server receives the payment platform display page acquisition request.
The payment server is a server that is affiliated with a financial institution, financial transaction
processing service, or the like. For example, the payment server can be a banking server or another
server that is connected to a bank's account database and has the authority to operate electronic
accounts. The payment server is configured to receive the digital object unique identifier

acquisition request sent by a first client terminal.
[0098]

In some embodiments, the digital object unique identifier acquisition request is sent

by the first client terminal in connection with the execution of a first script code embedded in a
payment platform display page. For example, in the event the first client terminal receives and
displays a payment platform display page in connection with an online purchase, and the payment
platform display page that is embedded therein, the first client terminal can be caused to execute
the first script code, which causes the first client terminal to send, to the payment server, the digital
object unique identifier acquisition request. The first script code can be a program that accompanies
an HTML page (e.g., the payment platform display page). The first script code can be JavaScript or

the like.
[0099]

In some embodiments, the first client terminal can send a code acquisition request to

a payment server by executing the first script code. In the event that the payment server receives the
code acquisition request from the first client terminal, the payment server can provide the first

client terminal with a second script file code. In the event that the first client terminal receives the

second script file code (e.g., from the payment server), the first client terminal can execute the
second script file code. In the event that the first client terminal executes the second script file
code, the first user terminal can send a digital object unique identifier acquisition request to the

payment server. For example, the second script file code can cause the first client terminal to send
a digital object unique identifier acquisition request to the payment server.
[0100]

At 420, a payment page including the digital object unique identifier is provided. In

some embodiments, the payment server provides the first client terminal with a payment page

including the digital object unique identifier. The payment page can be an HTML page, a page for
an application installed on the first client terminal, or the like.
[0101]

In some embodiments, the digital object unique identifier indicates the upcoming

payment sum. The digital object unique identifier can include other transaction information
associated with an online transaction (e.g., product information associated with a purchase from an
electronic commerce website, identification information of an electronic commerce server such as a
service accessed through an application, or the like).
[0102]

At 430, verification information is provided. In some embodiments, the payment

server provides the verification information to a merchant server. For example, the payment server
can send the verification information in response to the payment server receiving the authorization

notification. The authorization notification can be sent to the payment server by a second client
terminal.
[0103]

In some embodiments, the first client terminal can display the digital object unique

identifier or information included therein to a user of the first client terminal. For example, the first
client terminal can extract the upcoming payment sum included in the digital object unique
identifier. The second client terminal can acquire the upcoming payment sum or confirmation of
the upcoming payment sum. For example, the second client terminal can capture the digital object
unique identifier or the information included in the digital object unique identifier. The second
client terminal can capture the digital object unique identifier or the information included in the
digital object unique identifier using image capture, or via a user manually entering the
information. The second client terminal can provide an interface through which a user can confirm
the upcoming payment sum. In the event that the second client terminal confirms the upcoming
payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier displayed by the first user terminal,
the second client terminal can use a personal mobile financial service to authorize an electronic
account to pay the upcoming payment sum and thereupon send the authorization notification.

[0104]

At 440, a deduction operation is performed on a corresponding electronic account.

The payment server can perform the deduction operation on the electronic account. For example,

in response to receiving the verification information sent by the merchant server, the payment
server can execute a deduction operation on the electronic account associated with the verification
information.
[0105]

In some embodiments, the verification information includes electronic account

information and upcoming payment sum information. The merchant server can send the
verification information to the payment server. For example, the merchant server can send the
verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment server to execute a deduction
operation on the electronic account according to the electronic account information and the
upcoming payment sum information included in the verification information.
[0106]

In some embodiments, the verification information includes a transaction serial

number. The merchant server can send the verification information to the payment server. In the
event that the payment server receives the verification information, the payment server can search
for the electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum information corresponding
to information included in the verification information. For example, the merchant server can send

the verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment server to use preestablished mapping relationships between the transaction serial number, the electronic account
information, and the upcoming payment sum information to look up the electronic account

information and the upcoming payment sum information mapped from the transaction serial
number included in the verification information, and to execute a deduction operation on the
electronic account according to the electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum

information that were looked up.
[0107]

Various embodiments of the present disclosure use a personal mobile financial

service to authorize an electronic account to pay an upcoming payment sum such that transmission

of sensitive information is not required in order to complete authorization to pay the upcoming
payment sum. Therefore, the authorization can reduce the risk that sensitive information will be
leaked. Additionally, because the authorization process to authorize an electronic account to pay an

upcoming payment sum according to various embodiments requires only that the user execute a
script file code embedded in a payment platform display page, acquiring the display page from the

payment server and displaying the page without the payment server having to invoke a URL is
relatively simple. As a result, the payment process according to various embodiments is relatively
simple.

[0108]

In some embodiments, 410-440 of process 400 illustrated in FIG. 4 can be

implemented by a payment server. In some embodiments, 410-440 of process 400 can be
implemented by the same payment server. In some embodiments, 410 of process 400 can be
implemented by a first payment server, and 420-440 of process 400 can be implemented by a
second payment server. The first payment server and the second payment server can be different
payment servers. In some embodiments, various other devices can implement any of 410-440 of
process 400. In some embodiments, the first client terminal and the second client terminal
described in connection with process 400 can be implemented by the same client terminal.
[0109]

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for operating an electronic account according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0110]

Referring to FIG. 5, a method 500 for operating an electronic account is provided.

In some embodiments, process 500 can be implemented by device 700 of FIG. 7 . In some
embodiments, process 500 can be implemented by device 800 of FIG. 8 . In some embodiments,
process 500 can be implemented by device 900 of FIG. 9 . In some embodiments, process 500 can
be implemented by device 1000 of FIG. 10. In some embodiments, process 500 can be
implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13.
[0111]

At 5 1 1, a user 501 selects to complete an electronic purchase on a first client

terminal 502 (e.g., a personal computer). The user 501 can select to complete the electronic
purchase on a website in a browser installed on the first client terminal 502. The user 501 can
select to complete the electronic purchase in an application installed on the first client terminal 502.
The electronic purchase can relate to a purchase of a product or service offered for sale by an
electronic commerce website, electronic commerce service, or the like. In the event that the user
501 selects the product that the user 501 intends to buy, the user can select to complete the

electronic purchase of the product. For example, the user 501 can click a "Buy Now" in connection
with the electronic purchase. In the event that the user 501 selects to complete the electronic
purchase, the first client terminal 502 can be instructed to open (e.g., navigate to) a payment
platform display page.
[0112]

At 512, a request for a payment platform display page is communicated. In some

embodiments, the first client terminal 502 sends a request for the payment platform display page to
a merchant server 503. The first client terminal 502 can request the payment platform display page
from the merchant server 503 in response to the user 501 selecting to complete the electronic
purchase. The merchant server 503 can be a server affiliated with an electronic commerce website

(e.g., a website on which goods or services can be purchased). For example, the merchant server
503 can be a server that hosts an electronic commerce website, electronic commerce service, or the

like. In some embodiments, the request is sent as an HTTP GET message directed to the URL of

the payment platform display page. In some embodiments, the request for the payment platform
display page is communicated using a proprietary protocol. HTTP-based communication is
described below for purposes of example although other protocols can be used.
[0113]

At 5 13, a first script code is embedded in a payment platform display page. In some

embodiments, the merchant server 503 embeds the first script code in the payment platform display
page. The first script code can be JS or the like. In some embodiments, the merchant server 503

determines the payment platform display page including upcoming payment sum information and
information on the product that is to be purchased and embeds a piece of JS code in the payment
platform display page. The merchant server 503 can configure the first script code (e.g., the JS
code) using transaction information. For example, the merchant server 503 can configure the script

code using transaction information associated with the request for the payment platform display
page. The transaction information can include the upcoming payment sum information, product

information, seller information, the like, or any combination thereof.
[0114]

JS is a language that can be embedded in an HTML page. For example, JS code

(e.g., the first script code) can be embedded in the payment platform display page data. In the event

that the JS code is embedded in the payment platform display page data, the JS code is invoked by
the browser (or the application) to interact with the web page client (e.g., in response to the
payment platform display page being accessed by the corresponding browser or other application
on a client terminal).
[0115]

In some embodiments, the first script code (e.g., the piece of JS code) includes a

payment server address associated with a payment server 504. In the event that the first script code
is executed, the first client terminal 502 is triggered (e.g., caused by the script code to execute) to

send a payment page module acquisition request to the payment server indicated by the payment
server address. For example, the first script code can redirect the browser or application of the first
client terminal 502 to the payment server address. The payment page module associated with the
payment page module acquisition request can correspond to a function module implemented by
software.
[0116]

At 514, a payment platform display page is communicated. In some embodiments,

the merchant server 503 communicates the payment platform display page to the first client

terminal 502. In some embodiments, the merchant server 503 pushes the requested payment
platform display page to the first client computer in response to receiving the request for a payment
platform display page. The payment platform display page can have the first script code embedded
therein.
[0117]

At 5 15, the payment platform display page is displayed. In some embodiments, in

response to receiving the payment platform display page, the first client terminal 502 renders the
payment platform display page in the browser. The browser of first client terminal 502 can execute
the first script code embedded in the payment platform display page in connection with the
rendering of the payment platform display page.
[0118]

At 5 16, a request for a payment page module is communicated. For example, the

first client terminal 502 can send a payment page module acquisition request to a payment server
504 indicated by the payment server address included in the first script code. The first client

terminal 502 can send the payment page module acquisition request to the payment server 504 in
response to the first client terminal 502 executing the first script code.
[0119]

In some embodiments, 515 and 516 of process 500 are executed asynchronously.

[0120]

At 5 17, a second script code is generated. In some embodiments, the payment

server 504 generates the second script code. For example, the payment server 504 can generate the
second script code in response to receiving the request for the payment page module. The second
script code can be JS or the like.
[0121]

In some embodiments, the second script code generated by the payment server 504

implements the payment page module functions.
[0122]

At 518, the second script code is communicated. In some embodiments, the

payment server 504 sends the second script code to the first client terminal 502.
[0123]

At 5 19, a payment platform option can be rendered. In some embodiments, the

second script code causes the payment platform option to be rendered. For example, in the event
that the first client terminal 502 executes the second script code, the first client terminal 502
renders payment platform options on the payment platform display page. The payment platform
option rendered in connection with executing the second script code can correspond to a payment
platform associated with the payment server 504 (e.g., the payment server that generated the second
script code).

[0124]

For example, if the name of the payment platform corresponding to the payment

server 504 is "Alipay," the first client terminal 502 can render the payment platform option
"Alipay" in connection with executing the second script code.
[0125]

At 520, the payment platform display page is displayed. In some embodiments, the

requested payment platform display page is displayed by the first client terminal 502. For example,
the first client terminal 502 can display the payment platform display page including the payment
platform options.
[0126]

At 521, a payment platform option is selected. In some embodiments, the payment

platform option is selected by the user 501 . The user 501 can input the selection to the first client
terminal 502. For example, the user 501 can click a payment platform option displayed on the
payment platform display page.
[0127]

At 522, a request for generation of a two-dimensional code is communicated. In

some embodiments, the first client terminal 502 communicates a two-dimensional code generation

request in response to selection of the payment platform option. For example, by executing the
second JS code, the first client terminal 502 sends a two-dimensional code generation request to the
payment server 504 corresponding to the payment platform option selected (e.g., clicked) by the
user 501.
[0128]

In some embodiments, the two-dimensional code generation request includes

upcoming payment sum information and information on the product to be purchased.
[0129]

At 523, two-dimensional code information is generated. In some embodiments, in

the event that the payment server 504 receives the two-dimensional code information, the payment
server 504 generates the two-dimensional code information. The payment server 504 can generate
the two-dimensional code information according to the upcoming payment sum information and
information on the product to be purchased included in the two-dimensional generation request.
[0130]

In some embodiments, the generated two-dimensional code information includes

upcoming payment sum information, information on the product to be purchased, and information
used to render a page associated with completing an electronic purchase. For example, the
information used to render a page associated with completing an electronic purchase can include
information used to render a "Checkout." The "Checkout" can correspond to a page including a
"Confirm Payment" option. The two-dimensional code information can include a two-dimensional
code. The two-dimensional code can include the upcoming payment sum information, the

information on the product to be purchased, and the information used to render a page associated
with completing an electronic purchase.
[0131]

At 524, a two-dimensional code information address is communicated. In some

embodiments, the payment server 504 sends the two-dimensional code information address to the
first client terminal 502. The two-dimensional code information address can correspond to a URL
at which the two-dimensional code information can be accessed, or otherwise retrieved. The

payment server 504 can send the generated two-dimensional code information address (e.g., URL)
to the first client terminal 502 in response to the payment server 504 receiving the two-dimensional
code generation request.
[0132]

At 525, the two dimensional code information is acquired. In some embodiments,

the two-dimensional code information is acquired (e.g., downloaded) from the two-dimensional
code information address. For example, the first client terminal 502 can download the two-

dimensional code information from the two-dimensional code information address. The client
terminal 502 can download the two-dimensional code information from the payment server 504
according to the two-dimensional code information URL in connection with executing the second
script code. For example, the second script code can cause the first client terminal 502 to
automatically download the two-dimensional code information.
[0133]

At 526, a two-dimensional code is displayed. In some embodiments, the first client

terminal 502 displays the two-dimensional code. The first client terminal 502 can extract, or
otherwise acquire, the two-dimensional code from the two-dimensional code information that is
downloaded from the two-dimensional code information address.
[0134]

At 527, the two-dimensional code is acquired. In some embodiments, the user 501

acquires the two-dimensional code from the first client terminal 502. For example, the user 501
can use a second client terminal 505 (e.g., a mobile phone) to scan the two-dimensional code

displayed by the first client terminal 502. The second client terminal 505 can scan the twodimensional code using an image capture function (e.g., a camera function of the mobile device). In
some embodiments, the user 501 can manually input information included in the two-dimensional
code to the second client terminal 505. In some embodiments, the two-dimensional code can be

provided to the user 501 (via the second client terminal 505) over a wired or wireless connection
rather than via a display. The second client terminal 505 can extract, from the two-dimensional
code, the upcoming payment sum information, the information on the product to be purchased, and

the information used to render a page associated with completing an electronic purchase. For

example, the second client terminal 505 can obtain the upcoming payment sum information, the

information on the product to be purchased, and information for rendering a "Checkout."
[0135]

At 528, information associated with completing an electronic purchase is rendered.

In some embodiments, the second client terminal 505 renders a page associated with completing an
electronic purchase. For example, the second client terminal 505 can use the upcoming payment
sum information, the information on the product to be purchased, and the information for rendering
a "Checkout" as a basis to display a page including the upcoming payment sum, the information on
the product to be purchased, and information associated with confirmation of a payment (e.g., a
"Confirm Payment" option). The information associated with confirmation of a payment included
in the page can be an interface through which the user 501 can confirm payment in connection with
the purchase of the product to be purchased. The page can be displayed in a browser, an
application, or the like installed on the second client terminal 505.
[0136]

At 529, the payment in connection with the purchase of the product to be purchased

is confirmed. In some embodiments, the user 501 can input confirmation of the payment through

the page displayed on the second client terminal 505. After confirming that the upcoming payment
sum and the information on the product to be purchased are free of error, the user 501 can select
(e.g., click) the "Confirm Payment" option. In the event that the user 501 confirms the payment
(e.g., the user 501 selects the "Confirm Payment" option), the second client terminal 505 can send a

verification code request to the mobile communications network side (e.g., the payment server, an
authentication server, or the like). The verification code request can include the upcoming payment
sum, the phone number of the second client terminal 505, and a bank card number associated with

the phone number. In the event that the mobile communications network side verifies the upcoming
payment sum and the association between the mobile phone number and the bank card number, the
mobile communications network side pushes a verification code to the second client terminal 505.
The user 501 can input the verification code into the second client terminal 505. The mobile
communication network side (e.g., the payment server 504) can push the verification code to the
second client terminal 502 via a Short Message Service (SMS) message. In response to receiving
the SMS (on the second client terminal 502), the user can input the verification code into the
second client terminal 502. In the event that the user 501 inputs the verification code into the
second client terminal 505, the second client terminal 505 can send the verification code to the
mobile communications network side. In response to receiving the verification code, the mobile
communications side can send an authorization response message to the second client terminal 505.
The authorization response message can indicate that the authorization was successful.

[0137]

At 530, an authorization notification is communicated. In some embodiments, the

second client terminal 505 sends the authorization notification to the payment server 504. The
authorization notification can include information associated with the authorized electronic
account. For example, the authorization notification can include the electronic account information

indicated by the bank card number.
[0138]

At 53 1, the payment server 503 is queried as to whether the transaction is

authorized. In some embodiments, the first client terminal 502 can query the payment server 504
as to whether the upcoming payment sum has been authorized for payment. In some

embodiments, the user 501 can manually control the first client terminal 502 to query the payment

server 504. The first client terminal 502 can automatically query the payment server 504 at
predetermined intervals. For example, by executing the second script code, the first client terminal
502 can periodically query the payment server 504 on whether the upcoming payment sum has

been authorized for payment.
[0139]

In some embodiments, the two-dimensional information generated by the payment

server 504 can include a transaction serial number. The transaction serial number can be associated
with the upcoming payment sum information and the information on the product to be purchased,
and the transaction serial number can be used to uniquely identify the transaction. The verification

acquisition request, the authorization response message, and the authorization notification all can
include the transaction serial number.
[0140]

In some embodiments, the first client terminal 502 can use the transaction serial

number as a basis for querying whether the upcoming payment sum has been authorized for
payment. For example, the first client terminal 502 can send a query request including the

transaction serial number to the payment server 504 to trigger the payment server 504 to determine
whether an authorization notification including the transaction serial number has been received. In
the event that the payment server 504 determines that the authorization notification including the
transaction serial number has been received, then payment server 504 can send an indication that
the transaction is authorized to the first client terminal 502. Accordingly, the first client terminal
502 can determine that the upcoming payment sum has been authorized for payment. In the event

that the payment server 504 does not provide an indication that the transaction is authorized to the
first client terminal 502, the first client terminal 502 determines that the upcoming payment sum
has not been authorized for payment.

[0141]

At 532, a payment token is communicated. In some embodiments, the payment

server 504 sends the payment token to the first client terminal 502. In the event that the payment
server 504 confirms that the upcoming payment sum has been authorized for payment, the payment
server 504 can send a payment token to the first client terminal 502.
[0142]

In some embodiments, the payment token is a unique token (e.g., an alphanumeric

string). For example, the payment token can be one kind of the verification information. In some

embodiments, the payment token includes an electronic signature and transaction serial number
from the payment server 504. The payment token can be generated by the payment server 504.
The payment token can include an electronic signature of the payment server 504.
[0143]

In some embodiments, the payment server 504 can locally establish mapping

relationships between the transaction serial number, upcoming payment sum information, and
information on the authorized electronic account after confirming that the upcoming payment sum
has been authorized for payment.
[0144]

At 533, the payment token is communicated to the merchant server 503. The first

client terminal 502 can send the payment token to the merchant server 503.
[0145]

At 534, the payment token is communicated to the payment server 504. The

merchant server 503 can send the payment token to the payment server 504 in connection with
receiving payment for the electronic purchase. For example, the merchant server 503 can exchange
the payment token for payment with the payment server 504.
[0146]

For example, in the event that a funds request time point has arrived (e.g., it is time

for payment in connection with the electronic purchase) determined according to a funds request
cycle, the merchant server 503 sends the payment token to the payment server 504.
[0147]

At 535, a deduction operation on the authorized electronic account is executed. In

some embodiments, in the event that the payment server 504 receives the payment token (e.g., from

the merchant server 503), the payment server 504 executes a deduction operation on the authorized
electronic account saved in correspondence with the transaction serial number in the payment
token. The payment server 504 can perform a verification process to verify the payment token
(e.g., to verify the authenticity of the payment token). For example, the payment server 504 can

verify the payment server signature in the payment token. The payment server 504 can determine
whether the signature from a payment server that is included in the payment token matches the
signature of the payment server 504. In the event that the payment server 504 verifies the payment

token, the payment server 504 executes a deduction operation on the authorized electronic account
saved in correspondence with the transaction serial number in the payment token. The sum that is
specifically deducted in connection with the deduction operation corresponds to the upcoming
payment sum indicated by the upcoming payment information mapped from the transaction serial
number in the payment token determined according to the mapping relationships locally established
by the payment server between the transaction serial number, the upcoming payment sum
information, and the information on the authorized electronic account.
[0148]

At 536, a status notification of the funds deduction is communicated. In some

embodiments, the payment server 504 communicates the notification of the successful funds
deduction in response to successfully executing the deduction operation (e.g., the deduction
operation at 535), or the notification of a failed funds deduction in response to a failed attempt at
executing the deduction operation. The payment server 504 can send the notification of the
successful funds deduction to the merchant server 503.
[0149]

At 537, a status notification of a payment is communicated. In some embodiments,

the merchant server 503 instructs the first client terminal 502 to display a notification of successful
or failed payment. The notification of successful or failed payment can be communicated to the
first client terminal 502. In the event that the first client terminal 502 receives the notification of
the successful or failed payment, the first client terminal 502 can display a notification that the
payment was successful or unsuccessful to the user 501 . For example, the first client terminal 502
can provide an alert to the user 501 in the event that payment is successful or unsuccessful. The

alert can be a notification provided by displaying the status information in text, a popup window
showing the status, changing a brightness of a display, providing an alert via a sound, an indicator
light, a vibration, the like, or any combination thereof.
[0150]

In some embodiments, the merchant server 503 communicates the status notification

of payment to the second client terminal 505. The notification of payment can be concurrently
communicated to the first client terminal 502 and the second client terminal 505. In the event that
the second client terminal 505 receives the notification of the payment, the second client terminal
505 can display a notification that the payment was successful or unsuccessful to the user 501 . For

example, the second client terminal 505 can provide an alert to the user 501 in the event that

payment is successful or unsuccessful. The alert can be a notification provided by displaying a
popup, changing a brightness of a display, providing an alert via a sound, an indicator light, a
vibration, the like, or any combination thereof.

[0151]

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for displaying a payment page according to

various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0152]

Referring to FIG. 6, a method 600 for displaying a payment page is provided. In

some embodiments, process 600 can be implemented by device 700 of FIG. 7 . In some

embodiments, process 600 can be implemented by device 800 of FIG. 8 . In some embodiments,
process 600 can be implemented by device 900 of FIG. 9 . In some embodiments, process 600 can
be implemented by device 1000 of FIG. 10. In some embodiments, process 600 can be
implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13.
[0153]

At 610, a payment platform display page acquisition request is communicated. In

some embodiments, the first client terminal sends the payment platform display page acquisition

request to a merchant server.
[0154]

At 620, a payment platform display page is obtained. In some embodiments, the

first client terminal can obtain the payment platform display page. For example, the first client
terminal can receive the payment platform display page from the merchant server. In some
embodiments, the payment platform display page has a first script code embedded therein. The
first script code can be JS or the like. The first script code can be a program that accompanies an
HTML page (e.g., the payment platform display page). The file script file code can be configured to
cause the first client terminal to acquire a payment page that includes a digital object unique
identifier from a payment server and to display the payment page (e.g., in response to the first client
terminal receiving the payment page). For example, the first script code can redirect the first client
terminal to the payment server. At 630, the first script code is executed. In some embodiments, the
first client terminal executes the first script code. For example, in response to receiving the
payment platform display page, the first client terminal can execute the first script code. The first
script code can be embedded in the payment platform display page such that in the event that the
payment platform display page is accessed (e.g., rendered, or otherwise displayed), the first script
code is executed. In the event that the first client terminal displays the payment platform display

page, the first client terminal executes the first script code and thereby acquires a payment page
including a digital object unique identifier from a payment server and displays the payment page. In
the event that the first client terminal displays the payment page, the second client terminal can
execute an operation such that, upon confirming the upcoming payment sum indicated by the
digital object unique identifier displayed by the first client terminal in connection with displaying
the payment page, the second client terminal uses a personal mobile financial service to authorize
an electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum.

[0155]

In some embodiments, the first script code includes a storage address of a second

script file code in a payment server. In the event that the first script code includes the storage
address of the second script file code in the payment server, the first client terminal can execute the
first script code and thereby acquire the second script code from the payment server. The second
script code can be JS or the like.
[0156]

In the event that the first client terminal receives the second script code, the first

client terminal can execute the second script code and thereby sends the upcoming payment sum
information to the payment server and acquires a payment page including the digital object unique
identifier from the payment server and displays the payment page.
[0157]

In some embodiments, 610-630 of process 600 illustrated in FIG. 6 can be

implemented by a client terminal. In some embodiments, 610-630 of process 600 can be
implemented by the same client terminal. In some embodiments, 610 of process 600 can be
implemented by a first client terminal, and 620 and 630 of process 600 can be implemented by a
second client terminal. The first client terminal and the second client terminal can be different
merchant servers. In some embodiments, various other devices can implement any of 610-630 of
process 600.
[0158]

FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0159]

Referring to FIG. 7, a device 700 configured to operate an electronic account is

provided. In some embodiments, device 700 is used to implement at least a part of method 200 of
FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, device 700 is used to implement at least a part of method 300 of
FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, device 700 is used to implement at least a part of method 400 of
FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, device 700 is used to implement at least a part of method 500 of
FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, device 700 can be implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13. In

some embodiments, the device 700 is implemented in a merchant server.
[0160]

As illustrated in FIG. 7, the device 700 includes a request receiving module 710, a

page information sending module 720, an information receiving module 730, and a verification
information sending module 740.
[0161]

In some embodiments, the request receiving module 710 is configured to receive a

payment platform display page acquisition request. The request receiving module 710 can receive
the payment platform display page acquisition request from a first client terminal.

[0162]

In some embodiments, the page information sending module 720 is configured to

provide a payment platform display page in which is embedded a first script code. For example, in
the event that the request receiving module 710 receives the payment platform display page
acquisition request, the page information sending module provides (e.g., communicates) to the first
client terminal a payment platform display page. The payment platform display page can have a
first script code embedded therein. The first script code can be JS or the like. The first script code
can be a program that accompanies an HTML page (e.g., the payment platform display page). The
file script file code can be configured to cause the first client terminal to acquire a payment page

that includes a digital object unique identifier from a payment server and to display the payment
page (e.g., in response to the first client terminal receiving the payment page). For example, the
first script code can redirect the first client terminal to the payment server. The digital object
unique identifier at least indicates the upcoming payment sum.
[0163]

In some embodiments, the information receiving module 730 is configured to

receive verification information. The payment server can issue the verification information. In
some embodiments, the verification information is issued after a second client terminal confirms

the upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier displayed by the first
client terminal, and the second client terminal uses a personal mobile financial service to authorize
an electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum, thereupon triggering the payment server

to issue the verification information.
[0164]

In some embodiments, the verification information sending module 740 is

configured to communicate the verification information. For example, the verification information
sending module 740 can send the verification information to the payment server. The verification
information sending module 740 can send the verification information received by the information
receiving module 730 to the payment server to instruct the payment server to execute a deduction
operation on the electronic account.
[0165]

FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0166]

Referring to FIG. 8, a device 800 configured to operate an electronic account is

provided. In some embodiments, device 800 is used to implement at least a part of method 200 of
FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, device 800 is used to implement at least a part of method 300 of
FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, device 800 is used to implement at least a part of method 400 of
FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, device 800 is used to implement at least a part of method 500 of

FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, device 800 can be implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13. In

some embodiments, the device 800 is implemented in a merchant server.
[0167]

As illustrated in FIG. 8, device 800 includes a signal receiver 810, a processor 820,

and a signal transmitter 830.
[0168]

In some embodiments, the signal receiver 810 is configured to receive a payment

platform display page acquisition request sent by a first client terminal or verification information
sent by a payment server. In some embodiments, the verification information is issued after a
second client terminal confirms the upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique
identifier displayed by the first client terminal, and the second client terminal uses a personal
mobile financial service to authorize an electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum,
thereupon triggering the payment server to issue the verification information.
[0169]

In some embodiments, the processor 820 is configured to control the signal

transmitter 830 to provide the first client terminal with a payment platform display page in which is
embedded a first script code. For example, in the event that the signal receiver 810 receives a
payment platform display page authorization request, the processor 820 can control the signal
transmitter 830 to provide the first client terminal with a payment platform display page. The
payment platform display page can have a first script code embedded therein. The first script code
can be JS or the like. The first script code can be a program that accompanies an HTML page (e.g.,
the payment platform display page). The file script code can be configured to cause the first client
terminal to acquire a payment page that includes a digital object unique identifier from a payment
server and to display the payment page (e.g., in response to the first client terminal receiving the
payment page). For example, the first script code can redirect the first client terminal to the
payment server. The digital object unique identifier at least indicates the upcoming payment sum.
[0170]

In some embodiments, the signal transmitter 830 is configured to provide, under the

control of the processor 820, the first client terminal with a payment platform display page in which
a first script code is embedded. In some embodiments, the signal transmitter 830 is configured to
send the verification information received by the signal receiver 810 to the payment server to
instruct the payment server to execute a deduction operation on an electronic account.
[0171]

FIG. 9 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0172]

Referring to FIG. 9, a device 900 configured to operate an electronic account is

provided. In some embodiments, device 900 is used to implement at least a part of method 200 of
FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, device 900 is used to implement at least a part of method 300 of
FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, device 900 is used to implement at least a part of method 400 of
FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, device 900 is used to implement at least a part of method 500 of
FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, device 900 can be implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13. In

some embodiments, the device 900 is implemented in a payment server.
[0173]

As illustrated in FIG. 9, the device 900 includes a request receiving module 910, a

page providing module 920, a message receiving module 930, an information sending module 940,
an information receiving module 950, and an operation executing module 960.
[0174]

In some embodiments, the request receiving module 910 is configured to receive a

digital object unique identifier acquisition request sent by a first client terminal. The digital object
unique identifier acquisition request can be sent by the first client terminal executing a first script
code embedded in a payment platform display page.
[0175]

In some embodiments, the page providing module 920 is configured to provide a

payment page including a digital object unique identifier to the first client terminal. For example,
the page providing module 920 can send the payment page to the first client terminal in the event
that the request receiving module 910 has received the digital object unique identifier acquisition
request.
[0176]

In some embodiments, the message receiving module 930 is configured to receive

an authorization notification sent by a second client terminal. The authorization notification can be

sent to the message receiving module 930 in the event that the second client terminal confirms the
upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier displayed by the first client
terminal, and the second client terminal can use a personal mobile financial service to authorize an
electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum and thereupon the authorization notification
is sent to the message receiving module 930.
[0177]

In some embodiments, the information sending module 940 is configured to send

verification information to a merchant server. For example, the information sending module 940
can send the verification information to the merchant server in the event that the message receiving
module 930 receives the authorization notification.

[0178]

In some embodiments, the information receiving module 950 is configured to

receive the verification information sent by the merchant server.
[0179]

In some embodiments, the operation executing module 960 is configured to execute

a deduction operation on the electronic account. For example, the operation executing module 960
can execute the deduction operation on the electronic account in the event that the information
receiving module 950 receives the verification information.
[0180]

FIG. 10 is a structural diagram of a device for operating an electronic account

according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0181]

Referring to FIG. 10, a device 1000 configured to operate an electronic account is

provided. In some embodiments, device 1000 is used to implement at least a part of method 200 of
FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, device 1000 is used to implement at least a part of method 300 of
FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, device 1000 is used to implement at least a part of method 400 of
FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, device 1000 is used to implement at least a part of method 500 of
FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, device 1000 can be implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13. In

some embodiments, the device 1000 is implemented in a payment server.
[0182]

As illustrated in FIG. 10, the device 1000 includes a signal receiver 1010, a signal

transmitter 1020, and a processor 1030.
[0183]

In some embodiments, the signal receiver 1010 is configured to receive a digital

object unique identifier acquisition request sent by a first client terminal, receive an authorization
notification sent by a second client terminal, and verification information sent by a merchant server.
The digital object unique identifier acquisition request can be sent by the first client terminal in the
event that the first client terminal executes a first script code embedded in a payment platform
display page. The authorization notification can be sent in the event that the second client terminal
confirms the upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier displayed by
the first client terminal, and the second client terminal uses a personal mobile financial service to
authorize an electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum and thereupon send the
authorization notification.
[0184]

In some embodiments, the signal transmitter 1020 is configured to provide a

payment page including a digital object unique identifier to the first client terminal. For example,
the signal transmitter can send the digital object unique identifier in the event that the signal
receiver 1010 has received the digital object unique identifier acquisition request. In the event that

the signal receiver 1010 receives the authorization notification, the signal receiver 1010 can send
the verification information to the merchant server.
[0185]

In the event that the signal receiver 1010 receives verification information sent by

the merchant server, a deduction operation is executed on the electronic account. In some
embodiments, the processor 1030 can execute the deduction operation on the electronic account.
[0186]

FIG. 11 is a structural diagram of a device for displaying a payment page according

to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0187]

Referring to FIG. 11, a device 1100 configured to display a payment page is

provided. In some embodiments, device 1100 is used to implement at least a part of method 200 of
FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, device 1100 is used to implement at least a part of method 300 of
FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, device 1100 is used to implement at least a part of method 400 of
FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, device 1100 is used to implement at least a part of method 500 of
FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, device 1100 can be implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13. In
some embodiments, the device 1100 is implemented in a client terminal.
[0188]

As illustrated in FIG. 11, the device 1100 includes a sending module 1110, an

information obtaining module 1120, and a payment page displaying module 1130.
[0189]

In some embodiments, the sending module 1110 is configured to send a payment

platform display page acquisition request to a merchant server.
[0190]

In some embodiments, the information obtaining module 1120 is configured to

obtain from the merchant server the payment platform display page in which a first script code is
embedded. For example, the information obtaining module 1120 can obtain the payment platform
display page in the event that the request sending module 1110 sends the payment platform display
page acquisition request. The first script code can be JS or the like. The first script code can be a
program that accompanies an HTML page (e.g., the payment platform display page). The file script
file code can be configured to cause a client terminal to acquire a payment page that includes a
digital object unique identifier from a payment server and to display the payment page (e.g., in
response to the first client terminal receiving the payment page). For example, the first script code
can redirect the client terminal to the payment server.
[0191]

In some embodiments, the payment page displaying module 1130 is configured to

execute the first script code embedded in the payment platform display page obtained by the

information obtaining module 1120 and thereby acquire a payment page containing a digital object
unique identifier from a payment server and display the payment page.
[0192]

In the event that the payment page is displayed, the upcoming payment sum

indicated by the digital object unique identifier can be confirmed. In response to confirming the
upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier that is displayed, a personal
mobile financial service can be used to authorize an electronic account to pay the upcoming
payment. A user can use the personal mobile financial service to authorize the electronic account
to pay the upcoming payment. For example, the user can use a client terminal to access the
personal mobile financial service.
[0193]

FIG. 12 is a structural diagram of a device for displaying a payment page according

to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0194]

Referring to FIG. 12, a device 1200 configured to display a payment page is

provided. In some embodiments, device 1200 is used to implement at least a part of method 200 of
FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, device 1200 is used to implement at least a part of method 300 of
FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, device 1200 is used to implement at least a part of method 400 of
FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, device 1200 is used to implement at least a part of method 500 of
FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, device 1200 can be implemented by system 1300 of FIG. 13. In

some embodiments, the device 1200 is implemented in a client terminal.
[0195]

As illustrated in FIG. 12, the device 1200 includes a signal transmitter 1210, an

information collector 1220, a processor 1230, and an information display device 1240.
[0196]

In some embodiments, the signal transmitter 1210 is configured to send a payment

platform display page acquisition request to a merchant server.
[0197]

In some embodiments, the information collector 1220 is configured to obtain a

payment platform display page in which a first script code is embedded. The first script code can
be JS or the like. The first script code can be a program that accompanies an HTML page (e.g., the
payment platform display page). The file script file code can be configured to cause a client
terminal to acquire a payment page that includes a digital object unique identifier from a payment
server and to display the payment page (e.g., in response to the first client terminal receiving the
payment page). For example, the first script code can redirect the client terminal to the payment
server. The information collector 1220 can obtain the payment platform display page in the event
that the signal transmitter 1210 has sent a payment platform display page acquisition request. In

some embodiments, the information collector is configured to acquire, under the control of the
processor 1230, a payment page including a digital object unique identifier from a payment server.
[0198]

In some embodiments, the processor 1230 is configured to execute the first script

code and thereby control the information collector 1220 to acquire the payment page including the
digital object unique identifier from the payment server.
[0199]

In some embodiments, the information display device 1240 is configured to display

the payment page including the digital object unique identifier acquired by the information
collector 1220.
[0200]

In the event that the payment page is displayed, a user of the device 1200 can

confirm the upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier that is
displayed. The upcoming payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier that is
displayed can be confirmed using a personal mobile financial service to authorize an electronic
account to pay the upcoming payment.
[0201]

FIG. 13 is a structural block diagram of a system for processing an online

transaction according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0202]

Referring to FIG. 13, a system 1300 for processing an online transaction is provided.

In some embodiments, the system 1300 implements the method 200 of FIG. 2 . In some
embodiments, the system 1300 implements the method 300 of FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, the
system 1300 implements the method 400 of FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, the system 1300
implements the method 500 of FIG. 5 . In some embodiments, the system 1300 implements the
method 600 of FIG. 6 . In some embodiments, the system 1300 implements the device 700 of FIG.
7 . In some embodiments, the system 1300 implements the device 800 of FIG. 8 . In some

embodiments, the system 1300 implements the device 900 of FIG. 9 . In some embodiments, the
system 1300 implements the device 1000 of FIG. 10. In some embodiments, the system 1300
implements the device 1100 of FIG. 11. In some embodiments, the system 1300 implements the
device 1200 of FIG. 12.
[0203]

The system 1300 for processing an online transaction includes a first client terminal

1310, a second client terminal 1320, a merchant server 1330, and a payment server 1340. The

system 1300 can include a network 1350 over which the first client terminal 1310, the second client
terminal 1320, the merchant server 1330, and the payment server 1340 can communicate. The
network 1350 can be a LAN, a Wide Area Network (WAN), the Internet, or the like. In some

embodiments, the various devices of the system 1300 (e.g., devices 1310, 1320, 1330, and 1340)
can communicate over a direct connection between one another (e.g., a WiFi Direct connection, a
Bluetooth connection, an infrared connection, or the like).
[0204]

FIG. 14 is a functional diagram of a computer system for processing an online

transaction according to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0205]

Referring to FIG. 14, a computer system 1400 for processing an online transaction is

provided. As will be apparent, other computer system architectures and configurations can be used
to implement processing of online transactions. Computer system 1400, which includes various
subsystems as described below, includes at least one microprocessor subsystem (also referred to as
a processor or a central processing unit (CPU)) 1402. For example, processor 1402 can be
implemented by a single-chip processor or by multiple processors. In some embodiments,
processor 1402 is a general purpose digital processor that controls the operation of the computer
system 1400. Using instructions retrieved from memory 1410, the processor 1402 controls the
reception and manipulation of input data, and the output and display of data on output devices (e.g.,
display 1418).
[0206]

Processor 1402 is coupled bi-directionally with memory 1410, which can include a

first primary storage, typically a random access memory (RAM), and a second primary storage
area, typically a read-only memory (ROM). As is well known in the art, primary storage can be

used as a general storage area and as scratch-pad memory, and can also be used to store input data
and processed data. Primary storage can also store programming instructions and data, in the form
of data objects and text objects, in addition to other data and instructions for processes operating on
processor 1402. Also as is well known in the art, primary storage typically includes basic operating
instructions, program code, data, and objects used by the processor 1402 to perform its functions
(e.g., programmed instructions). For example, memory 1410 can include any suitable computer-

readable storage media, described below, depending on whether, for example, data access needs to
be bi-directional or uni-directional. For example, processor 1402 can also directly and very rapidly
retrieve and store frequently needed data in a cache memory (not shown). The memory can be a
non-transitory computer-readable storage medium.
[0207]

A removable mass storage device 1412 provides additional data storage capacity for

the computer system 1400, and is coupled either bi-directionally (read/write) or uni-directionally
(read only) to processor 1402. For example, storage 1412 can also include computer-readable
media such as magnetic tape, flash memory, PC-CARDS, portable mass storage devices,

holographic storage devices, and other storage devices. A fixed mass storage 1420 can also, for
example, provide additional data storage capacity. The most common example of mass storage
1420 is a hard disk drive. Mass storage device 1412 and fixed mass storage 1420 generally store

additional programming instructions, data, and the like that typically are not in active use by the
processor 1402. It will be appreciated that the information retained within mass storage device
1412 and fixed mass storage 1420 can be incorporated, if needed, in standard fashion as part of

memory 1410 (e.g., RAM) as virtual memory.
[0208]

In addition to providing processor 1402 access to storage subsystems, bus 1414 can

also be used to provide access to other subsystems and devices. As shown, these can include a

display monitor 1418, a network interface 1416, a keyboard 1404, and a pointing device 1406, as
well as an auxiliary input/output device interface, a sound card, speakers, and other subsystems as
needed. For example, the pointing device 1406 can be a mouse, stylus, track ball, or tablet, and is
useful for interacting with a graphical user interface.
[0209]

The network interface 1416 allows processor 1402 to be coupled to another

computer, computer network, or telecommunications network using a network connection as
shown. For example, through the network interface 1416, the processor 1402 can receive
information (e.g., data objects or program instructions) from another network or output information
to another network in the course of performing method/process steps. Information, often
represented as a sequence of instructions to be executed on a processor, can be received from and
outputted to another network. An interface card or similar device and appropriate software
implemented by (e.g., executed/performed on) processor 1402 can be used to connect the computer
system 1400 to an external network and transfer data according to standard protocols. For
example, various process embodiments disclosed herein can be executed on processor 1402, or can
be performed across a network such as the Internet, intranet networks, or local area networks, in
conjunction with a remote processor that shares a portion of the processing. Additional mass
storage devices (not shown) can also be connected to processor 1402 through network interface
1416.

[0210]

An auxiliary I/O device interface (not shown) can be used in conjunction with

computer system 1400. The auxiliary I/O device interface can include general and customized
interfaces that allow the processor 1402 to send and, more typically, receive data from other
devices such as microphones, touch-sensitive displays, transducer card readers, tape readers, voice
or handwriting recognizers, biometrics readers, cameras, portable mass storage devices, and other
computers.

[0211]

The computer system shown in FIG. 14 is but an example of a computer system

suitable for use with the various embodiments disclosed herein. Other computer systems suitable
for such use can include additional or fewer subsystems. In addition, bus 1414 is illustrative of any
interconnection scheme serving to link the subsystems. Other computer architectures having
different configurations of subsystems can also be utilized.
[0212]

The above-stated are merely embodiments of the present application and do not limit

the present application. For persons skilled in the art, the present application may have various
modifications and variations. Any modification, equivalent substitution, or improvement made in
keeping with the spirit and principles of the present application shall be included within the scope
of the claims of the present application.
[0213]

Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for

purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details provided. There are
many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The disclosed embodiments are illustrative
and not restrictive.

CLAIMS
1.

A method, comprising:
receiving, from a first client terminal, a payment platform display page acquisition request;
providing, to the first client terminal, a payment platform display page, wherein the

payment platform display page includes first script code, wherein in the event that the first script
code is executed, the first script code causes the first client terminal to obtain a payment page

including a digital object unique identifier from a payment server and to display the payment page,
wherein the digital object unique identifier indicates an upcoming payment sum;
receiving verification information; and
sending the verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment server to
execute a deduction operation on an electronic account.
2.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:
issuing the verification information, wherein issuing the verification information comprises:
causing to be displayed, by the first client terminal, the digital object unique
identifier;
receiving, from a second client terminal, a confirmation of the upcoming payment
sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier; and

sending an indication of the confirmation of the upcoming payment sum to the
payment server.
3.

The method of claim 2, wherein the confirmation of the upcoming payment sum indicated

by the digital object unique identifier is obtained using a personal mobile financial service provided
to a user to authorize the electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum.
4.

The method of claim 1, wherein the first script code includes a storage address of a second

script code in the payment server; and
wherein in the event the first script code is executed, the first script code causes the first
client terminal to:
acquire the second script code from the payment server;
execute the second script code, and in response to executing the second script code,
sending upcoming payment sum information to the payment server;
acquire the payment page including the digital object unique identifier from the
payment server; and
display the payment page.

5.

The method of claim 1, wherein verification information includes electronic account

information and upcoming payment sum information; and
wherein the sending the verification information to the payment server to instruct the
payment server to execute the deduction operation on the electronic account comprises:
sending the verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment

server to execute the deduction operation on the electronic account according to the
electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum information included in the

verification information.
6.

The method of claim 1, wherein verification information includes a transaction serial

number; and

wherein the sending the verification information to the payment server to instruct the
payment server to execute the deduction operation on the electronic account comprises:
sending the verification information to the payment server, wherein the payment

server uses a mapping relationship between the transaction serial number, electronic
account information, and upcoming payment sum information to look up the electronic
account information and the upcoming payment sum information mapped to the transaction
serial number included in the verification information, and wherein the payment server

executes the deduction operation on the electronic account according to the electronic
account information and the upcoming payment sum information mapped to the transaction
serial number.
7.

A device, comprising:
at least one processor configured to:

receive, from a first client terminal, a payment platform display page acquisition
request;

provide, to the first client terminal, a payment platform display page, wherein the
payment platform display page includes first script code, wherein in the event that the first
script code is executed, the first script code causes the first client terminal to obtain a

payment page including a digital object unique identifier from a payment server and to
display the payment page, wherein the digital object unique identifier indicates an
upcoming payment sum;
receive verification information; and
send the verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment
server to execute a deduction operation on an electronic account; and

a memory coupled to the at least one processor and configured to provide the at least one
processor with instructions.
8.

The device of claim 7, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to:
issue the verification information, wherein issuing the verification information comprises:
causing to be displayed, by the first client terminal, the digital object unique
identifier;
receiving, from a second client terminal, a confirmation of the upcoming payment
sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier; and

sending an indication of the confirmation of the upcoming payment sum to the
payment server
9.

The device of claim 78 wherein the confirmation of the upcoming payment sum indicated

by the digital object unique identifier is obtained using a personal mobile financial service provided
to a user to authorize the electronic account to pay the upcoming payment sum.
10.

The device of claim 7, wherein the first script code includes a storage address of a second

script code in the payment server; and
wherein in the event the first script code is executed by the one or more processors, the first
script code causes the at least one processor to:
acquire the second script code from the payment server;

execute the second script code, and in response to executing the second script code,
sending upcoming payment sum information to the payment server;
acquire the payment page including the digital object unique identifier from the

payment server; and
display the payment page.
11.

The device of claim 7, wherein verification information includes electronic account

information and upcoming payment sum information; and
wherein the at least one processor is further configured to send the verification information
to the payment server to instruct the payment server to execute the deduction operation on the

electronic account according to the electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum
information included in the verification information.
12.

The device of claim 7, wherein verification information includes a transaction serial

number; and
wherein the at least one processor is further configured to send the verification information
to the payment server, wherein the payment server uses a mapping relationship between the

transaction serial number, electronic account information, and upcoming payment sum information
to look up the electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum information mapped
to the transaction serial number included in the verification information, and wherein the payment

server executes the deduction operation on the electronic account according to the electronic
account information and the upcoming payment sum information mapped to the transaction serial
number.
13.

A computer program product, the computer program product being embodied in a non-

transitory computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions for:
receiving, from a first client terminal, a payment platform display page acquisition request;
providing, to the first client terminal, a payment platform display page, wherein the
payment platform display page includes first script code, wherein in the event that the first script
code is executed, the first script code causes the first client terminal to obtain a payment page

including a digital object unique identifier from a payment server and to display the payment page,
wherein the digital object unique identifier indicates an upcoming payment sum;
receiving verification information; and
sending the verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment server to
execute a deduction operation on an electronic account.
14.

The computer program product of claim 13, further comprising instructions for:
issuing the verification information, wherein instructions for issuing the verification

information comprise instructions for:
causing to be displayed, by the first client terminal, the digital object unique
identifier;
receiving, from a second client terminal, a confirmation of the upcoming payment
sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier; and
sending an indication of the confirmation of the upcoming payment sum to the
payment server.
15.

The computer program product of claim 14, wherein the confirmation of the upcoming

payment sum indicated by the digital object unique identifier is obtained using a personal mobile
financial service provided to a user to authorize the electronic account to pay the upcoming
payment sum.
16.

The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the first script code includes a storage

address of a second script code in the payment server; and

wherein in the event the first script code is executed, the first script code causes the first
client terminal to:
acquire the second script code from the payment server;

execute the second script code, and in response to executing the second script code,
sending upcoming payment sum information to the payment server;
acquire the payment page including the digital object unique identifier from the

payment server; and
display the payment page.
17.

The computer program product of claim 13, wherein verification information includes

electronic account information and upcoming payment sum information; and

wherein the computer program product further comprises instructions for sending the
verification information to the payment server to instruct the payment server to execute the
deduction operation on the electronic account according to the electronic account information and
the upcoming payment sum information included in the verification information.
18.

The computer program product of claim 13, wherein verification information includes a

transaction serial number; and
wherein the computer program product further comprises instructions for sending the
verification information to the payment server, wherein the payment server uses a mapping
relationship between the transaction serial number, electronic account information, and upcoming
payment sum information to look up the electronic account information and the upcoming payment
sum information mapped to the transaction serial number included in the verification information,
and wherein the payment server executes the deduction operation on the electronic account

according to the electronic account information and the upcoming payment sum information

mapped to the transaction serial number.
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